Magnetic resonance imaging-based volumetry differentiates progressive supranuclear palsy from corticobasal degeneration.
Because there are no biological markers for the clinical diagnosis of progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) and corticobasal degeneration (CBD), we established a mathematical model based on three-dimensional magnetic resonance (MR) imaging to differentiate between these parkinsonian disorders. Using MR imaging-based volumetry we studied the pattern of atrophic changes in patients with probable, possible or definite PSP (n = 33) or CBD (n = 18). Patients were compared with 22 controls with similar age. To establish a mathematical model that would allow for differentiation of PSP, CBD and controls we performed a discriminant analysis. We found a significant reduction in average brain, brainstem, midbrain and frontal gray matter volumes in patients with PSP, whereas patients with CBD showed atrophy of parietal cortex and corpus callosum. With the exception of reduced midbrain volumes in PSP, the measured volumes of anatomical structures showed an extensive overlap with the normal range on an individual basis. Using only post mortem confirmed cases of PSP (n = 8) and CBD (n = 7) as well as all controls, the volumes of midbrain, parietal white matter, temporal gray matter, brainstem, frontal white matter and pons were identified to separate best between groups and were used to construct a model with two canonical variables. This model allowed to correctly predict the diagnosis in 95% of controls as well as in 76% of all PSP and 83% of all CBD patients. Similar results were obtained only when patients with a possible and probable diagnosis of PSP and CBD, who were not involved in the development of the discriminant analysis, were classified. 3D-MR imaging-based volumetry may help to differentiate PSP from CBD ante mortem.